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ABSTRACT. A modification of k-c turbulent model is described with application to the 
numerical investigation of two-phase turbulent jets. In difference of existed two-parameter 
models, new three-parameter modification have been suggested. In this case an additional 
equation for transportation of turbulent energy of admixture - kp is used together with 
equations of transportation of carrier- phase turbulent energy - kg and its dissipatiqn - c. 
Additional dissipation terms in the above mentioned equations are defined in connection 
with a new examination of the between-phases interaction forces determining jet fl.ows. 

Symbols 

Ui(i=p,g,o,m) - Axial components of velocity 
Vi(i=p,g,o,m) - Radial components of velocity 
Wi(i=p,g,o,m) - Tangential components of velocity 
U,'c,·- ) - Axial pulsative components of velocity -p,g,o,m 

V/(i=p,g,o,m) - Radial pulsative components of velocity 
WI(i=p,g,o,m) - Tangential pulsative components of velocity 
Xi(o,m) - Concentrates 
x, r, IJ - Coordinates of cylindrical coordinates system. 
ki(i=p,g) -Kinetic energy of the motion 
c - Dissipative velocity of the motion 
p, g, o, m - Symbols of admixture; gas; in the initial section; max. values 
Re, Sc- Reynold and Smidth numbers 

vi( i=p,g) - Turbulent viscosity 
R;- Richarson's number 
C R - Coefficient of aerodynamic resistance 

ai(i=k,<) - Empirical constant. 
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1. Introduction 

A numerical modeling of two-phase turbulent jets by using k - c turbulent 
model have been d;;n~i·t tim~b.Ys. E.Elghobashland T. W. Abou-Arab in [1-3] 
and the method have been developed by L. B. Gavin, V. A. Naumov, V. V. Shor 
in [4-8]. In these works to close the system equations of motion have been used 
two equations - for transportation of carrier-phase turbulent energy - k9 and its' 
dissipation - e. 

In our works at the beginning of 90's [9, 10] have done modification of the 
model by introducing an additional equation for transportation of turbulent energy 
of znd phase - admixture - kp with the purpose to explain "two-fluid" character 
of the flow in turbulent model. The main concept is that the energy, lessened in 
admixture phase (particle) is transported into carrier (usually gas) phase. The 
model has not included an additional equation of velocity of turbulent dissipation 
of admixture because it can be considered by additional component in the equation 
of velocity of turbulent dissipation of carrier phase, same as performed in [11]. 

In this work for closing the system equations of motion the authors demon
strated a perfected modification of k-c model, called k9-kp-E: model (or three-pa
rameter model) with formulation of kp equation. An additional dissipated com
ponents are included, taking in consideration components of between-phases in
teraction forces, which are characterized -for a two-phase turbulent jet and the 
numerical application in investigation of swirling two-phase turbulent jet. 

2. k9 -kp·c Model equations 

Equations for transportation of turbulent (fluctuated) kinetic energy of carrier 
(gas) phase and of admixture have been received by developing equations in [1, 
3] and considering some modification according to the theory of flow's boundary 
layer. 

An equation for transportation of turbulent kinetic energy of carrier 
phase for swirling two-phase turbulent jet has a from as below: 

(gas) 

(2.1) 

The above said equation is represented for stationary axis-symmetrical two
phase flowing jet with unchanged density & temperature of carrier phase (T9 = 
canst & p9 = const). In difference with an usual from for single-phase flowing jets 
k-c model, this equation included an additional dissipated component ep, which 
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describes two-phase character of the flow - dissipation of turbulent energy under 
influence of carried phase (admixture). 

With the similar procedure for receiving equation for transportation turbulent 
energy (fluctuation) of carrier-phase,the authors come to the equati;n for trans-

. portation turbulent energy of 2nd phase- admixture [9], taking into account some 
modifications: the first is: exclusion matrix of internal tensions- admitting that a 
dissipation of frictional tension is missed (this error can be compensated by fric
tional components in equation (2.1)). The second is concerning to an additional 
dissipated component e:;, this component has a plus sign ( +) because c:; led to 
generating turbulent energy of admixture from the above of carrier-phase. So, the 
equation for transportation turbulent energy of admixtures in swirling two-phase 
turbulent jet is: 

u okp + v: okp = _!____ [rvtp (okp)] + vt [oUp] 2 

p ox p or ror (Jk or p or 
ro [(WP)] 2 

3; 2 • + Vtp or --;- + CRkp Ri + cp (2.2) 

The components of the right side of equation (2.2) are: the 181 is described for 
diffusive transportation of pulsated energy; the 2nd determines turbulent energy's 
generating; the third is an additional dissipated component, through it can be 
considered influence of carrier-phase (gas) on the turbulent energy of admixture. 

The same as in "two-parameter" model of turbulence, applied for two-phase 
flows [1-8], we used an equation for velocity of dissipation of turbulent pulsative 
energy. The from of that equation for swirling isothermal stationary axis-symmet
rical two-phase flowing jets is as below: 

(2.3) 

The znd on the right side of the equation (2.3) is an additional dissipated 
component .Pp which described influence of between-phase interaction forces on 
the equation of turbulent energy's dissipation. 

According to Kolmogorov [1], between turbulent friction v1 and turbulent 
(pulsative) kinetic energy exists the relation: 

Vt = Cvk0
"
5 L 

Applied for two-phase turbulent flows, taking into consideration of the two 
equations for turbulent energy of carrier-phase kg and of admixture kp the equa
tions for turbulent friction of two phases can be written as follows: 
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A dissipation, occurred in the result of friction influences has the from: 

(2.5) 

In the equations (2.4), (2.5) Cv and CD are empirical constants, L is a tur
bulent micro-ratio, proportional to radial dimension - of the flow, for example the 
relation between L and difference of radial coordinates, where the carrier-phase 
velocities are 0.9 and 0.1 of its' max. values respectively in the same profile is: 

L = C;.(ro.l- ro.g). (2.6) 

The empirical constants in the model are: Cv = 0.09; CD = 1; C;. = 0.625 
and others are given in the table 1: 

Table 1 

c., c.2 c •• 

0.009 1.44 1.92 0.8 1.0 1.3 

An additional dissipated component cp is determined by the method described 
in [8] as follows: 

1 L-FI I E:p=- v .. 
Pg ' g• 

(2.7) 

This component cp considers an interaction of admixture on turbulent energy of 
carrier-phase, while taking into account and pulsation of between-phase interaction 
forces f;, which are: resistive force !Ai Magnus's force fM, Saffman's force fs for 
two-phase turbulent flows and in addition the forces of rotation f w and /pw for 
swirling two-phase turbulent jet. So, the additional dissipated component will be 
as below: 

cp =cpA+ cpM +cps for Two-phase Turbulent Flows and (2.8) 

cp = cpA + cpM +cps + cpw + E:ppW for Swirling Two-phase Turbulent Flows 

where, an additional dissipated component cpA from resistive force fA has a form: 

1'""' 1 1 2pp/3kg[ (-B)] 
cpA= Pg ~ FAiVgi = Pg 1- exp f3rt (2.9) 

1"t = {Bg/c) 0
·
5

- timing micro-ratio, B- empirical constant (B = 0.3), kg= 0.5V[. 
An additional dissipated component from Magnus's force is determined from the 
equation: 

c M = - '""'F1 .V'- = P g 1 - exp - .-.E. + 0.5--9 1 2pk..\w[ (-B)][w au] 
P Pg ~ M• gt p

9 
f3rt r 8r 

(2.10) 
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An additional dissipated component from Saffman's force after re-working out 
becomes: 

- 1 '\"' , , k r (-B)] rau; 
eps - Pg L, F8 ; V9; = 2 9Kst (1- exp f3rt y ar (2.11) 

For swirling two-phase turbulent jet it is necessary to add an additional dis
sipated components f!pW and f!ppW• which are respectively [9): 

(2.12) 

Same as for the carrier-phase, the additional dissipated components in equa
tions for turbulent energy of admixture (particles) will be as flows [9): 

• 1 '\"' , , [ ( -B) kp] 
r;:pA =- LFAivpi = 2{3k9 exp r.;- - -k 

Pg ~~ g 

r;;* = ..!_ '\"' F' .V'- = 2ppkg>..w [exp (-B)_ kp] [Wp + 0.5aU9 ] 
pM p

9 
L M• P' p

9 
f3rt k

9 
r ar (2.13) 

1 2 IZk k1.s 
r;;• =- '\"' F/ .v'. = v<- pw P • 

pW Pg L w. P• 3 

General from of additional dissipated components e; in the equation for tur
bulent energy of admixture will have a from: 

(2.14) 

An additional dissipated component <l/p in the equation for velocity of turbu
lent energy's dissipation is determined by the function [8) 

(2.15) 

The same as an additional dissipated component in the equation for turbulent 
energy e;, the values of cf!p and its' components <11pA, cf!pM. cf!ps, cf!pw, </JppW can 
be determined by following equation [8): 
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<PpA = 2f3Pp Cnc 
Pg Ctl + fJTE (2.16} 

_ j aug ct1" 
<Pps-

2K 81 V or Ct! + fJTE 

4.j2 Pp Kwjk; /3cTE 
<P p w = -- - -----'c::--r-----"-=-=-

3 Pg Ctl + fJTE 

where, the constants are defined as: TE = >.E/Ug - integral-ratio on the time, 
>.E = C12L- integral-ratio on distance, C12 = 0.575, C11 = 1.48 7 1.6 

3. System equations & numerical results of swirling two
phase turbulent jet 

The kg-kp-c model is used by authors for closing system equation, describing 
the motion of the swirling axis-symmetrical two-phase turbulent jet on the basis 
of two-fluid scheme, which in dimensionless form are as below: 

(3.1} 

(3.2} 

(3.3) 

BUg(·- U ) BUg(- V ) ap _ 1 a ( _fitg afJ9 ) - _ 

0 _ r g +a=- r g + !)--- !)- p9 r " -Fxr 
x r u x p9 u r u r (3.4} 

8Up(_-) 8UP(-v fitpOX) -~ ~( _v1paUP) - _ 
a- rUp +a- r Psa - "_ppr a +Fxr 

x r c r Pp u r r (3.5) 

I 

aW9 (_ 2 U) aWgr(_V )=~~( _2 _ (8Wg_Wg)) ~, 
!)- r g + a r g !)- PgT Vtg !)- -

v x r Pg u r u r r (3.6) 

(3.7} 
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{3.8) 

(3.9) 

{3.10) 

- a w 2 -2 
e: [- ( g)] e: -+c., kg r ar r - c.2 kg - <I>p, (3.11) 

where: x = xfr0 ; U; = U;/Uo; V; V;/Vo; kg = kg/UJ; kp = kp/UJ, 
P = Pf(pgUJ); W; = W;/Wo; llti = Vt;/(Uoro); E: = e:ro/Ug; <I>p = <I>pr5/UJ; 
- 2 F = Frof(pgUo) 

Boundary Conditions: 
- In the axis of the flow (r = 0) 

aug aup 
-=-=0 
ar ar ' 

w p = w g = 0; v p = v g = 0 

ax 
-=0· 
ar ' 

- On the boundary layer (U; = 0) 

akp akg aE: 
-=-=-=0 
ar ar ar 

w g = w p = 0; up = u g = 0; kp = kg = o, g = p = 0. 
Initial Values: 
U;o = Uo; xo = Pp/ Pgi k;o = (0.1U;o) 2

; V;o = 0; eo CDk~i:N L; 
Wo =Sora; 
where S 0 is initial swirling factor. 

The system of 11 equations with 11 unknowns (U;, V;, W ;, ki(i=p,g)i 5; x, P) is 
numerically solved with finite difference method using Duifort-Frankel differential 
scheme [9]. 

On Fig.! showing the numerical results of Ugm and Upm, receiving by solving 
before said system equation for the case: S0 = 0, Xo = 0.5&1.0; Dp = 50 Jlm; 
U0 = 19&21 m/s, comparison with experiments of Shriber [8]. The prediction and 
experiments show good agreement, which illustrates the capability of the model 
in predicting complex flows. 
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Conclusion 

Dp=SOf<m 
f. Upm i Xo = 1 
2 Upm;;{0 = O.S 
5 

c. Expenment [8] for X,= 1. 0 
v Experiment£81 for X,= O.o 

5 /0 IS 20 
Fig.1 

25 30 H 10 
X 

The k 9-kp-c model proposed in this paper shows that from physical point of 
view the 2nd phase (admixture) in two-phase flows can be considered as indepen
dent phase with own characters and the relation between two phases is existed 
through between-phases interaction forces. The numerical computation can be 
used for predicting complex two-phase flows. 

The work was supported by Vietnam National Foundation for Basis Research 
on Natural Science. These aids are gratefully acknowledged. 
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vE MQT sv BIEN D~NG CDA MO HiNH K-c 
BOl VOl DONG CHAY ROl HAl PHA 

Sv bie'n d'!Jlg mo hinh K-c cda sv roi, duyc xem xet, frng d\mg trong vi~c 
nghien c&u dong phun roi hai pha. Sv khac nhau doi mo hinh 2 thOng so dang 
t3n t<).i Ia a day dtrqc dtra vao sv bie'n d<).ng v&i mo hinh 3 thOng so m&i. Trong 
d6 ngoai 2 phmmg trinh ve nang ltrqng ID<).Ch d(lng cda ph a keo theo Kg va sv tan 
ID'!Jl ella no c1 Utrqe Utra VltO phtrang trinh bB sung Ve nang !trqng roi ella pha t<).p 
ehitt- Kp- Nhimg thanh phh tan ID<).ll b.S sung a cae phtrang trlnh tren dtrqe xac 
djnh tren CC1 sa ve m{\t each nhln nh;!.n m&i doi v&i vi~e xae djnh cac lvc trong 
dong phun eda sv t1rang tac gifra eae pha v&i nhau. 
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